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Abstract: Participants learned circular layouts of six objects presented haptically
or visually, then indicated the direction from a start target to an end target of the
same or different modality (intramodal versus intermodal). When objects from the
two modalities were learned separately, superior performance for intramodal trials
indicated a cost of switching between modalities. When a bimodal layout intermixing
modalities was learned, intra- and intermodal trials did not differ reliably. These
findings indicate that a spatial image, independent of input modality, can be formed
when inputs are spatially and temporally congruent, but not when modalities are
temporally segregated in learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although the spatial cognition literature has tended to focus on visual apprehension of the environment, there is growing interest in how mental
representations built up from vision compare to those from nonvisual inputs.
Since the primary spatial senses of hearing, touch, and vision encode 3-D
information and support spatial behavior in a common physical world, the representations built up from each input must interact so as to seamlessly support
action. As to the form of this interaction, it has been proposed that at some
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level, inputs from different channels lead to a common spatial representation
(Bryant, 1997; Jackendoff, 1987; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976). In addition
to support from several lines of behavioral data, discussed next, this proposal
is consistent with a growing body of electrophysiological and neuroimaging
literature demonstrating convergence of visual, auditory, and tactile inputs
in common brain regions subserved by multisensory information processing
(see Amedi, von Kriegstein, van Atteveldt, Beauchamp, & Naumer, 2005;
Driver & Noesselt, 2008; Macaluso & Driver, 2005 for reviews).
Critical evidence for a common spatial representation is provided when
performance in a spatial task is independent of the modality through which
the information was initially encoded, an outcome referred to as functional
equivalence (see Loomis, Klatzky, Avraamides, Lippa, & Golledge, 2007
for discussion). In particular, equivalent performance has been demonstrated
when people update their self-position relative to target arrays learned from
vision, spatialized sound, touch, and even spatial language (Avraamides,
Loomis, Klatzky, & Golledge, 2004; Giudice, Betty, & Loomis, under revision; Klatzky, Lippa, Loomis, & Golledge, 2003; Loomis, Lippa, Golledge,
& Klatzky, 2002).
In accounting for equivalent performance across modalities, Loomis and
associates introduced the concept of a spatial image, a three-dimensional
representation of external space which resides in working memory (Loomis
et al., 2002). The spatial image can be formed in multiple ways: from spatial
perception within sensory modalities, read-in from long-term memory, or
from constructive spatial processes arising through imagination and language
(Loomis & Klatzky, 2007).
The spatial image is different from a 2D “depictive” image (e.g., Kosslyn,
1980, 1994), in which the mental representation of a source constitutes a
direct mapping of its 2D projection. These latter images are intrinsically
visual and move with the person who holds them. Spatial images, in contrast,
are externalized in the world. They remain stationary when people move,
allowing updating of self-position. They need not be visual; they could be
amodal, as discussed next.
A spatial image is proposed to be the result of perceptual and/or cognitive
encoding processes, and as such, there is no requirement that it be veridical.
For example, distance tends to be compressed in both auditory spatial perception (Ashmead, Davis, & Northington, 1995; Loomis, Klatzky, Philbeck,
& Golledge, 1998) and haptic perception (Abravanel, 1971). Corresponding
biases would also be expected in the spatial images formed from these
inputs, as has been found with auditory encoding (Klatzky, Lippa, Loomis,
& Golledge, 2003; Loomis, Lippa, Golledge, & Klatzky, 2002) and from
alignment biases of representations built up from touch (Giudice et al., under
revision) or verbal descriptions (Avraamides & Pantelidou, 2008; Shelton &
McNamara, 2004; Wilson, Tlauka, & Wildbur, 1999). As discussed further
later, for tests of functional equivalence it is important to adjust the objective
input so as to compensate for modality-specific biases in encoding that might
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otherwise produce differences in performance. It is also important to ensure
that spatial layout is learned to the same criterion across modalities, so that
spatial images are equally accessible and precise.
If a spatial image encompasses multiple objects, it would be expected to
exhibit grouping effects imposed by the input modality. One such effect is the
tendency for grouping to follow temporal proximity (e.g., in audition, Warren
& Verbrugge, 1984; in vision, Lee & Blake, 1999; Palmer, 2002). Grouping
by time is exploited here, albeit at a scale much coarser than typical effects
for spatial perception. Specifically, we ask whether separate spatial images
are formed when inputs are presented during discrete time-periods.
Given the conception of a spatial image as functioning equivalently
across modalities, three competing explanations could account for this phenomenon. The Separate-But-Equal hypothesis attributes equivalent spatial
behavior across different inputs to the formation of sensory-specific spatial
images that afford common behaviors. The hypothesis suffers, however, from
lack of explanatory or predictive power, as it offers no fundamental principle
by which sensory-specific images would result in equivalent performance
across modalities.
Loomis, Klatzky, and associates (Avraamides, Loomis, Klatzky, &
Golledge, 2004; Klatzky et al., 2003; Loomis et al., 2002) proposed that a
sufficient condition for functional equivalence is that different input channels
converge on a common representation. This leads to two other explanations
of the phenomenon, as follows. The Common-Recoding hypothesis explains
equivalence by assuming that all inputs are recoded into spatial images
within the same modality, most probably visual. Evidence against this
hypothesis comes from experiments where participants were asked to walk
to or orient toward known spatial locations, either directly or after a rotation
or translation. Comparable performance with indirect and direct responses
indicates spatial updating during the movement. Contrary to the idea of
Common Recoding, similar spatial updating has been demonstrated between
sighted and blind participants, the latter presumably not relying on a visually
recoded image (Giudice et al., under revision; Loomis et al., 2002). The
Amodal Hypothesis proposes that if inputs are matched so as to compensate
for modality-specific biases and learning rates, they will be encoded into
a spatial image that is invariant across the input channel and that is not
tied to any sensory or cognitive input source. Our own approach favors
this hypothesis, and the results of the current experiments provide further
empirical support of its efficacy.
The present experiments are derived from the account of functional
equivalence in terms of amodal spatial images. They test conditions that
promote or inhibit the encoding of multiple objects into a single, integrated
spatial image of their layout. In particular, the idea of amodality suggests
that integration of objects into a spatial image of their layout should not
depend on the objects’ input modality. This has not been tested in previous
research on spatial updating. Rather, the body of research showing equivalent
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performance in spatial updating adopted a design whereby participants first
learned the location of one or more targets from a single input channel, and
then were required to localize the objects from a new position in space.
Functional equivalence was assessed by comparing the results of updating in
layouts learned entirely by vision, audition, touch, or language. If functional
equivalence results from use of amodal spatial images, however, it should not
require isolating sensory modalities at the time the images are encoded. To
the contrary, we commonly access different points in the world by different
senses. We may hear a sound emanating from one location in space while
we see an object at a second location and touch another object at a third.
Accordingly, the concept of functional equivalence suggests that inputs from
multiple channels could be combined into an integrated representation of
space that contains amodal spatial images.
Although the spatial image is proposed to be independent of whether
inputs are segregated or mixed by modality, there are likely constraints on
this independence. One such constraint, addressed in these experiments, is the
temporal contiguity of encoding experience. That is, if objects from different
modalities are encoded from distinct temporal events, their integration into
a common spatial image is likely to fail. This prediction derives from the
idea that a spatial image groups the layout of objects in the world by time
as well as space, consistently with temporal organization commonly found in
perception. The layout may change over time, if the observer or the objects
move; however, the spatial images represent some coherent world event.
Accordingly, circumstances that support the encoding of multiple objects as
a single event should facilitate their integration into a single image, whereas
separation of object presentations into temporally distinct events should discourage integration.
In short, our hypotheses are that mixing modalities during encoding
should not impair the formation of a spatial image, unless the modalities are
also segregated into distinct encoding events. To pursue these predictions, the
current studies investigated functional equivalence using a different paradigm
from the previous work. Participants learned a layout of six objects by rotating
in the center of a circular environment. Half of the objects were apprehended
haptically on a table in the physical environment and half were exposed
visually on a shelf in a virtual cylindrical environment. After learning all
targets to criterion, participants were tested on their ability to make pointing
judgments between target pairs. For these test trials, a Start and End target
location were named, and the participant was asked to first imagine facing
the Start location and then to point to the End location. The task requires
that people imaginally update their position relative to multiple objects in
the array, and has previously been found to be highly effective in tests of
spatial processing within visual virtual reality (Kelly, Avraamides, & Loomis,
2007).
The task allows for the recording of two latency measures and an error
measure. Orientation time represents the time to imaginally update self-
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position relative to the named start target. Processing time represents the time
to determine one’s spatial relation to the end target, when facing the start. The
error measure, namely, the absolute difference between the angle of response
and correct angle between the start and end targets, represents noise in the
spatial judgment. (In principle, absolute error also includes systematic bias,
but as we did not observe consistent bias in the signed error data, we interpret
absolute error as noise.) The principal analysis is directed toward differences
in these measures when the start and end targets are in the same vs. different
modalities.
If the two modalities have been integrated into a common amodal spatial
image, then the computation of interobject angles should not depend on their
modal source. If, however, the modalities are separated into distinct spatial
images, intermodal computation should produce longer processing times and
higher errors than intramodal, due to the need to register the two images for
the computation of the response. We call the difference between intermodal
and intramodal response times the switching cost.
The use of multiple measures allows more detailed analyses to be performed. It is possible, for example, that orientation time will be lower for
start objects in one of the modalities, regardless of the end object, suggesting
intermodal differences in the accessibility of objects in the spatial image.
There may be differences between the intermodal pairs (e.g., visual-haptic
trials produce faster processing times than haptic-visual trials), suggesting
that the cost of switching between two modality-discrepant spatial images
depends on the direction of the transition.
In Experiment 1, we asked whether temporally segregating the haptic and
visual objects into two distinct learning blocks would impede the formation of
a common spatial image. If so, performance requiring judgments of relative
direction between two objects in the same modality (visual-visual or haptichaptic) should be faster and/or more accurate than that for updating between
modalities (haptic-visual or visual-haptic), which requires that two spatial
images be brought into registration. That is, there should be switching cost.
In Experiment 2, we investigated whether mixing haptic and visual objects
within a single learning event would lead to their integration within a single
spatial image. If so, performance requiring judgments across two objects in
the same modality (e.g., visual-visual or haptic-haptic) should be equivalent
to that for updating between modalities (e.g., haptic-visual or visual-haptic);
that is, there should be no switching cost.
In addition to testing the foregoing hypotheses, these studies were intended to extend tests of functional equivalence to comparisons of the haptic and visual modalities. While haptic spatial updating has been demonstrated for object arrays and scenes learned by touch (Barber & Lederman,
1988; Hollins & Kelley, 1988; Newell, Woods, Mernagh, & Bulthoff, 2005;
Pasqualotto, Finucane, & Newell, 2005), there has been relatively little effort
to demonstrate equivalent performance in spatial tasks after haptic and visual
learning (but see Giudice et al., in revision).
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2. EXPERIMENT 1
The method of Experiment 1 was intended to produce distinct spatial images
for vision and haptics and thus to demonstrate a strong switching cost.
Participants learned the haptic and visual objects as two layouts within the
same region of space, but separated by a 30-second interval. They were then
tested on relative orientations of object pairs drawn either within the same
modality or across the two modalities.
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2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants. Eighteen participants, ages 18–26 (mean D 19.2), balanced equally by gender, took part in the study. All gave informed consent
and received course credit for their time.
2.1.2. Apparatus. Participants stood in the center of a circular table (0.91 m
inner diameter and 0.91 m high), which was also depicted in a virtual
cylindrical environment. Six objects (ball, cup, spoon, wrench, stapler, and
glasses) were placed around the physical/virtual layout at the 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,
and 11 o’clock positions. To ensure they could be identified, the objects were
shown to participants, who then were required to name each one by touch
and virtual vision before starting the experiment. Object layouts were learned
separately, with three of the objects apprehended haptically on the physical
table and three presented visually on a virtual shelf slightly above the table.
The targets were spatially intermixed, but were only felt or seen one at a time,
as the participant rotated through 360ı (see Figure 1 for an illustration).
During learning, participants wore a Virtual Research V8 head-mounted
display (HMD) to see the virtual environment and visual targets. The HMD’s
earphones were also used to deliver audio messages during the testing period.
An Intersense IS-300 inertial tracker was mounted on the HMD to update
the virtual environment during rotation. The tracker had an accuracy of 3ı
RMS and a resolution of 0.02ı . During testing, pointing responses were made
using a joystick affixed with a 1 m extension designed to improve haptic cues
about the stick’s position. The stick was held in the dominant hand; pushing a
button mounted on the top of the stick logged the change in time and facing
direction from stimulus onset. Version 3.0 of the Vizard software package
(WorldViz, Santa Barbara, CA; www.worldviz.com) was used to coordinate
the sequence of experimental trials and record latency and pointing data.
2.1.3. Design and Procedure. The experiment comprised three phases: practice, learning, and testing. A within-participants design was used, with all
participants learning one layout of three haptic objects and one layout of three
visual objects. Testing comprised 24 pointing trials, where the start and end
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Figure 1. An overhead view of a participant in the bimodal training environment.
Apparatus: (A) head-mounted display for viewing the virtual objects and (B) inertial
tracker for updating the display during user rotation. Six interspersed visual targets
(circled) and haptic targets (squared) are placed at 60ı angular separation around
the circular environment. In the actual experiment, objects are perceived from a first
person perspective and exposed individually during rotation, with haptic objects felt
on the physical table and visual objects seen through the HMD on a shelf in the
virtual layout.

targets constituted four modality combinations: haptic-haptic, visual-visual,
haptic-visual, and visual-haptic. Each test combination occurred equally often.
During the practice phase, participants stood in the center of the circular
table, represented as a virtual cylinder in the VE, and were required to point
correctly to the six clock-face locations used in the experiment. They were
instructed to point the joystick as if it was fixed in the center of the circle (in
actuality, it was slightly offset as the participant stood in the center and the
stick was placed on the floor in front of them). Meeting the pointing criterion
ensured that participants had correctly calibrated their pointing judgments for
this offset and could accurately indicate all target directions with the same
deflection speed and throw distance of the stick for each. They were then
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given a sample bimodal environment and run through the complete learning
and testing sequence with corrective feedback provided.
Participants began the learning phase from a 0ı origin in either the haptic
or visual layout, designated by a tactile or visual line indicator respectively.
The joystick was removed. To be exposed to targets, they rotated in place by
following an arrow displayed through the HMD until they reached a randomly
chosen target location. The actual target objects were not revealed during this
outbound guidance. Upon reaching the target location, the arrow disappeared,
and the target was made visible on the virtual shelf (visual condition) or felt
by reaching forward to touch it on the physical table (haptic condition).
Targets could be seen or felt, but they could not be manipulated.
For both haptic and visual layouts, participants rotated through 360ı in
order to be exposed to each of the target locations (left-right rotations were
counterbalanced between participants). During rotation, participants either
kept their hands on the table to find the 3 haptic targets, or looked at the
virtual shelf, slightly above the physical table, to find the 3 visual targets. To
ensure that only one target could be apprehended at a time, participants were
instructed to keep their hands and head fixed in the forward position as they
rotated. In the haptic condition, use of both hands was allowed as long as
they were held side by side on the table.
In the visual condition, the virtual shelf was seen through an aperture
providing approximately the same field of view as was available from touch.
Backtracking was not allowed. After being exposed to either the haptic
or visual three-object layout (layout order was counterbalanced between
participants), participants were guided back to the 0ı start position for a
30-second wait interval. They were then guided to the first target position
in the second layout and performed the same task (direction of outbound
guidance alternated between layouts).
Following the two exposures, participants were guided back to the 0ı
origin position and asked to point, via the joystick, to each of the three target
positions for each layout (target order was randomized). If they passed the
learning criterion (mean absolute pointing error less than 15ı for both haptic
and visual layouts), they moved on to the test phase. If they failed on one or
both modalities, they relearned the failed layout(s) until they either met the
learning criterion or completed six new exposure trials. (When both layouts
failed, the re-learning order alternated between modalities.) If one modality
was mastered before the other, requiring further exposures of the failed modality, the completed condition was re-exposed before moving on to the test.
During the testing phase, the HMD was used as a blindfold and the
joystick and all targets were removed from the environment. Participants
were disoriented by having them rotate in several directions in place, ending
in an arbitrary direction (facing direction at test was never at a target location
or at the 0ı origin). The joystick was then placed in front of the participant
and the test trials proceeded with judgments of relative direction (JRDs). For
each JRD, the participant was first given an auditory instruction, delivered
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through the HMD’s headphones, “You are facing target x.” The participant
was instructed to imagine facing the designated start position, and when ready,
to press the button mounted on the joystick. The next auditory instruction was
then delivered, in the form, “point to target y.” The participant again pressed
the button after pointing.
The procedure allowed us to record two latency measures and an error
measure. Orientation time is defined as the interval between the onset of
the start target and the button press indicating the participant had imagined
facing this target. Processing time is the interval between naming of the
end target, which follows the first button press, and the second button press,
made after completion of the pointing judgment. The latter measure includes
not only the time needed to determine the response direction, but also the
latency of the actual pointing response. The pointing latency is expected to
play a minimal role, however, as participants were instructed to execute their
response only after they clearly knew the intended direction, and variations
in joystick control across angle were minimal. The absolute error measure
is defined as the absolute difference between the response angle and the
objective angle between the start and end targets.
Six replications of the four start-end modality combinations (visualvisual, visual-haptic, haptic-visual, haptic-haptic) were given at test, divided
into two blocks of 12 trials each. Trials were randomized within block and
balanced equally across 60ı , 120ı, and 180ı angular separation between start
and end target pairs for each condition.

2.2. Results and Discussion
Participants required an average of 2.8 haptic trials and 3.1 visual trials to
reach the learning criterion, a nonsignificant difference t.17/ D 2:11, p D
0:64. Although combined error was less than 15ı for all participants after six
learning trials, three participants did not meet criterion within the six-trial
limit for visual layouts and two did not meet criterion for the haptic layouts
(all were within 7ı of the 15ı passing threshold). Since the individual test
performance of these participants did not reliably differ from the overall
sample, their data were included in all subsequent analyses. The last trial of
several participants’ test data was lost due to a corrupted logging function,
and outliers outside the range of ˙3 standard deviations of the mean for the
latency data were removed from the analyses, representing less than 2% of
the complete dataset.
No effect was found for block order during test on the variables of interest; thus, the data were collapsed across block for all of the analyses. Orientation times did not reliably differ between modalities: The average latency for
imagining start targets was 1.89 sec for haptic targets vs. 2.07 for visual targets, t.35/ D 1:66, p D 0:11. These findings suggest that retrieval and instantiation of a named perspective did not depend on the modality being queried.
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Absolute error and processing time directly measure participants’ ability
to access the spatial relations between the start and end target. These data
are shown in Figure 2 as a function of the angular difference between the
targets, for each combination of the two start and end target modalities (haptic
vs. visual). Of greatest interest was the predicted interaction between start
and end modality, such that performance should be facilitated when the two
targets were of the same modality (indicating a switching cost for inter-modal
trials). This trend can be seen in the figure. ANOVAs were performed on each

Figure 2. Absolute error (top) and processing time (bottom) in Experiment 1 by
angle and by combination of start and end modalities. Error bars are 1 s.e.m.
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of the measures with factors angle (60ı, 120ı, 180ı ), start modality (haptic,
vision) and end modality (haptic, vision).
For the error measure, the predicted interaction was the only significant
effect, F .1; 17/ D 7:00, p D :017, 2 D :29. For the processing time
measure, there was a significant effect of angle, F .2; 34/ D 3:70, p D :035,
2 D :18. There was a clear trend for within-modality processing to be
faster than between-modality at the oblique angles (60ı and 120ı), which
were more difficult than the 180ı angle, but with all angles included, the
predicted interaction between start and end targets only approached significance, F .1; 17/ D 3:76, p D :069, 2 D :18. When only the oblique angles
were considered, the predicted interaction was significant for processing time,
F .1; 17/ D 5:88, p D :027, 2 D :26. The performance differences as a
function of angle are not surprising, as canonical angles such as 90ı and
180ı are generally computed more accurately (Tversky, 1981) and show less
variability than obliques on angle estimation tasks after haptic and visual
learning (Appelle, 1971; Lakatos & Marks, 1998).
Paired t-tests (two-tail) were used to compare the cost of switching from
vision to haptics (visual-start-haptic-end minus both visual) versus the reverse
(haptic-start-visual-end minus both haptic). The difference was not significant
for either error (cost D 8.6ı vs. 7.1ı, respectively, t.17/ D 0:32) or processing
time (cost D 510 msec vs. 548 msec, respectively, t.17/ D 0:08), ps > :75.
Thus switching costs exhibit no dependence on the start and end modalities.
In short, the results indicate that the two modalities produced equally
accessible spatial images, as measured by orientation time. Moreover, when
the start and end targets were both of the same modality, processing the
angle between targets was equivalent in time and error for vision and haptics, indicating that the accessibility of one target from another within a
modality did not differ. Importantly, however, the finding that intermodal
judgments produced significantly greater error, and for the oblique angles,
greater processing time, supports the hypothesis that distinct spatial images
were developed for the two modalities. The observed switching costs then
presumably reflect the extra processing necessary to retrieve images from
different layouts and register them relative to one another, as will be explained
in more detail later. We next ask whether it is possible to form a single,
coherent spatial image of objects encoded from different modalities, when
the modalities are not segregated in time.

3. EXPERIMENT 2
Having demonstrated evidence against integration of modalities into a single
image when they were segregated as encoding events, we now turn to an
experiment that promotes their integration and address whether the previous
switching costs are mitigated. In Experiment 2, modalities were intermixed
during encoding, and judgments of relative angle were again used to assess
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whether a common spatial image was formed. If so, contrasting with Experiment 1, judgments of angle that cross-modalities should lead to the same
time and error as intramodal judgments.
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3.1. Method
Eighteen young adults (ages 18–22, mean D 18.9) participated, 10 male and
8 female. All gave informed consent and received course credit for their
time. The apparatus and procedure were identical to Experiment 1, except
that learning of visual and haptic targets was interleaved in a single bimodal
layout. The virtual shelf with the visual objects occluded the locations of the
haptic objects on the table and the participant’s hands (see Figure 1 for an
illustration). This arrangement facilitated the experience of visual and haptic
objects as being in a common spatial layout. During learning, participants
rotated through 360ı in order to be exposed to each of the six target locations.
While rotating, they kept their hands on the table to find the three haptic
targets, and looked at the virtual shelf, slightly above the physical table, to
find the three interspersed visual targets.
If the learning criterion (point to each target location with an average
absolute error of 15ı or less) was not met after the first exposure of the
six target locations, participants were guided to the start position and made
another 360ı rotation to re-learn the locations (direction of turning alternated
between exposures). The learn/test sequence continued until the learning
criterion was met or six exposure periods were completed. Judgments of
relative direction then proceeded as in Experiment 1.
3.2. Results and Discussion
During the learning phase, participants required an average of 3.9 trials to
reach the criterion. Three participants did not pass within the six-trial limit
(but all were within 6ı of the 15ı passing threshold). Since the individual test
performance of these participants did not reliably differ from the overall sample, their data were included in all subsequent analyses. The last trial of several participants’ data was lost due to a corrupted logging function, and outliers outside the range of ˙3 standard deviations of the mean for the latency
data were removed from the analyses, representing less than 2% of the complete data set. No effect was found for block order during test on the variables
of interest; thus, the data were collapsed across block for all of the analyses.
Orientation times did not reliably differ between modalities: Virtually
identical latencies were observed for imagining haptic start targets (m D
1:49 sec) and visual start targets (m D 1:53 sec), t.35/ D 0:43, p D 0:73.
Note that the orientation time was significantly less than for Experiment 1,
t.17/ D 2:80, p D :0082, indicating that orienting to the first stimulus
took less time when the objects had been integrated into a single array.
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The magnitude of this interexperiment difference in orientation time was
470 msec; this effect will be discussed further later.
The absolute error and processing time measures, shown in Figure 3,
were again examined with repeated-measures ANOVAs having factors of
angle, start modality, and end modality. In the analysis of error, the only
effect was a marginal effect of angle, F .2; 34/ D 3:12, p D :057, 2 D :16.
The interaction of interest, between start modality and end modality, was not
statistically reliable, F .1; 17/ D 2:40, p D :14, 2 D :12. In the analysis
of processing time, only the angle effect was significant, F .2; 34/ D 6:66,

Figure 3. Absolute error (top) and processing time (bottom) in Experiment 2 by
angle and by combination of start and end modalities. Error bars are 1 s.e.m.
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p D :004, 2 D :28. The interaction between start and end modality did not
approach significance, F .1; 17/ D :38, p D :547, 2 D :02.
As can be seen from Figure 3, similar performance was observed for both
measures across the four start-end modality pairings. Because the conclusion
of functional equivalence requires accepting the null hypothesis, and given
that the difference between intermodal and intramodal judgments was in the
predicted direction for error and processing time, we pursued the issue with
further tests. Paired t-tests comparing the average intermodal and intramodal
absolute error and processing time proved to be marginal for error, t.17/ D
1:55, one-tailed p D :07; for processing time the effect did not approach
significance, t.17/ D :62, one-tailed p D :27. With respect to the absolute
error measure, statistical power with alpha set to .05 was 18.1%. A sample
size more than an order of magnitude greater than the current one would
be necessary to definitively exclude the null hypothesis, while maintaining
probability of Type 2 error at .05.
Although acceptance of the null hypothesis may not be fully merited
by these data, it is clear that relative to the pronounced switching costs of
Experiment 1, which can be taken to be the benchmark for distinct spatial
images, the effects in Experiment 2 are small. The mean modality effect
(same vs. different modality) was 7.9ı for error and 529 msec for processing
time in Experiment 1; in Experiment 2 these values were reduced to 3.1ı and
104 msec. Thus segregating the modalities within a single event impaired
angular judgments substantially, more than doubling error and moving processing time into a range suggestive of cognitively demanding processes such
as mental imagery (Farah & Kosslyn, 1991).

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present results show a clear contrast between the cross-modal availability of spatial location information, depending on whether spatial arrays are
learned in an intermixed vs. temporally segregated fashion. The data suggest
that when two layouts are learned in sequence, judgments of relative direction
between the two arrays imposes extra processing load. We interpret these
results in the context of a task model in which the directional judgment
has the following basic components: forming a spatial image containing
the start target, orienting to the start target, accessing the end target, and
determining its direction relative to the start target. If the start and end
target are in the same array, only one spatial image need be formed, and
it can be formed in anticipation of the start target’s being named. When
there are two separate spatial images, formed from segregated object arrays,
there are two consequences: First, the array in which the start target resides
is ambiguous until that target is named; hence, there is an additional time
needed to retrieve the spatial image containing the start target and orient
to it. Second, if the end target is in a different array from the start target,
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additional time is needed to retrieve the spatial image containing that target
and bring it into spatial correspondence with the spatial image containing the
start target.
This model leads to two empirical comparisons to test the idea that learning temporally segregated modalities leads to two different representations,
whereas temporal integration creates a unitary array. The first, which was
the principal focus of the present experiments, is the switching cost, that is,
the processing-time difference between intermodal and intramodal judgments
of relative direction. When modalities were intermixed in Experiment 2, no
switching cost was expected, under the hypothesis that regardless of modality,
the start and end targets are resident in the same spatial image. In contrast,
with the segregated modalities of Experiment 1, a cost was expected. This
is the case because with an intramodal test, both the start and end objects
reside in the initially instantiated array, whereas with the intermodal test, the
second array must be called up when the end object is named, adding to the
measure of processing time. Thus the switching cost represents the time to
instantiate the array of the second object when its modality has changed. Our
data show that this effect is approximately 500 msec.
The second comparison is between the orientation times of the two
experiments. Specifically, when there is only one array, as in Experiment 2,
the spatial image of the objects can be formed in advance, whereas when
two arrays have been learned, forming the spatial image of the start object
must wait until the object is named. By this reasoning, the time to form the
spatial image of an array can be measured by the difference in the initiation
time between Experiment 1 and 2, which is again approximately 500 ms.
These results support the idea that modality differences present no barrier
to the integration of object locations into a common spatial image. They also
indicate that temporal segregation, to the contrary, is an impediment to the
formation of a common spatial image. This leads to the question of what other
manipulations might lead to separate spatial images, for example, separating
different groups of objects into distinct regions of space.
Another question raised by these results is whether spatial images formed
at separate times might ever be capable of being integrated. With sufficient
testing after learning, for example, would participants in the present Experiment 1 come to bring the spatial images of seen and touched objects together?
Relevant data come from Avraamides and associates (Avraamides, Loomis,
Klatzky, & Golledge, 2004), who compared judgments of relative direction,
made without vision, among sets of objects that had been learned in two
conditions. In one case, several objects were visually exposed in a room one
at a time, and in the other, all objects were exposed simultaneously.
The judgments of relative direction were slower after sequential learning
than after simultaneous exposure; however, this difference vanished when the
participants moved backward, then pointed to each object from the new perspective, before making the directional judgments. These results suggest that
spatial updating relative to the set of individually learned objects was neces-
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sary to bring them into a common spatial image and indicates a manipulation
that might be tried with temporally segregated arrays as used in Experiment 1.
Although we conclude that integration of objects across modalities into a
common spatial image is supported by these data, there may be a small cost
to switching modalities within a single spatial image that cannot be reliably
detected with the current paradigm. Such a cost could arise from nonspatial
processes that retain memory tags for the modal origins of the objects, which
are not precluded by the existence of an amodal image.
As a final point, one could question whether the present data constitute evidence for “amodal,” as opposed to “multimodal” representations. By
amodal, we mean a single representation that is accessible by multiple modalities but is associated with none of them in particular. The term “multimodal”
is more ambiguous. If it is taken to mean a collection of modalities that
retain functional autonomy, this would be equivalent to the Separate-butEqual hypothesis considered and rejected in the introduction. Another sense
of multimodal is that sensory origins are retained, but the representations
function as a whole at a population level (cf. Stilla & Sathian, 2008). In the
present task, for example, haptic and visual objects might be encoded as such,
but entered jointly into a common frame of reference, which would itself be
amodal. This formulation cannot be ruled out by the present data, but it
seems to defer the notion of amodality to a second-order level of processing,
not to dismiss it entirely. Moreover, it is not clear how population-based
computations encompassing multiple, distinct modalities would lead to the
modality-invariant performance found in tasks like spatial updating.
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